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Year R weekly learning – Celebrations
Monday 8th June

Tuesday 9th June

Literacy
Will be
uploaded
onto
Tapestry at
9.30am

Spelling tricky words
Using letter names,
can you spell the
tricky words?

Words within words
Can you spot words in
words? the has the
word he in ! they has
the words he and the
in! What other words
have words in?

Maths
Will be
uploaded
onto
Tapestry at
10.30am

I’m thinking of a 3D
shape
Collect objects
around your house
that are 3D shapes.
Can you describe
them? Listen to our
clues on Tapestry
which 3D shape are
we thinking of?
Look at some family
photos of different
celebrations such as
birthdays.

Which 3D shapes roll,
which 3D shapes
slide?
Using the objects you
collected yesterday,
can you find which
shapes roll and which
shapes slide? Look on
Tapestry at our 3D
shapes too.
Learn about a new
celebration (use the
link below to cbeebies
Let’s Celebrate.)

Topic

Useful
websites
and ideas

Wednesday 10th
June
Writing a sentence
with tricky words
Can you write the
sentence ‘I go to the
shop.’ or ‘She is my
big sister’?

Counting in twos
using 2p coins
Last week we counted
socks in twos. Now
let’s count 2p coins in
twos to find out how
much money we have.

Thursday 11th June

Friday 12th June

Reading words with 4, 5 or 6
sounds
Let’s practise reading some
longer words from Phase 4!
strong, brush, lightning.
Challenge yourself. Look at
Phase 4 phonics play or
Tapestry for ideas.
Counting in twos – legs on an
animal, eyes on a face etc
Draw 3 birds and count their
legs in twos – 6! Draw five
faces and count the eyes in
twos – 10! Look on Tapestry at
other things you can count in
twos.

Spelling words with 4,
5 or 6 sounds
Using the words we
read yesterday, let’s
try and spell some!

Missing numbers –
counting back
Listen to Maths Monkey
counting back, which
number did he miss
out? Play this game at
home with a grown up.

Make a party for
Learn to sing or say happy
Design a birthday card
your teddy. Write an birthday in a new language –
invitation, bake a
share it on Tapestry.
cake or play a party
game.
3D shape song https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zps34wx
Let’s celebrate cbeebies https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/lets-celebrate
Happy birthday in different languages https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRYqx4yR6Oc (English, Korean, Chinese, French, Italian and
Spanish)

